
 

 

SEN BOUNCE – Risk Assessment 

 
HAZARDS PERSON AT RISK CONTROLS IN PLACE RISK FACTOR ACTIONS REQUIRED 

Child falling off the trampoline All bouncers - Trampoline/s pushed up against the blue padded wall. 
- Endex connected at the end of the trampoline. 
- Spotter at the side of the trampoline at all times directing bouncer(s) to stay in 
the middle. 

Low None 

Child running underneath the 
trampoline 

All bouncers - Coach to be fully aware of bouncers who are keen on running under the 
trampoline. 
- Coach to ask other bouncers to come of trampoline before the bouncer who 
tends to run under the trampoline comes off. 

Low None 

Slips, trips and falls All bouncers - Coach is a First Aider. 
- First aid box to be in the gym hall at all times. 
- Floor cleared of all other obstacles. 

Low None 

Child injuring themselves on the 
wall from bouncing on the 

trampoline 

All bouncers - Walls are covered by soft think material preventing bouncers from getting 
injured if they bump into the wall. 
- Coach to bounce with child where necessary. 

Low None 

Trampoline not assembled 
correctly 

All bouncers - Coach to make sure trampoline in assembled correctly. 
- Coach to complete the 8 safety checks before any bouncers are allowed on the 
trampoline. 
- Annual servicing to be carried out. 

Low None 

Collision between two bouncers All bouncers - Coach to stand between the trampolines where necessary. 
- Coach to remove bouncer from trampoline if they are continuingly being 
dangerous. 

Low None 

 
 
 

 
 

❖ Only one bouncer to every one trampoline. 
❖ Two trampoline = two bouncers. 
❖ Two trampolines placed together = one spotter. 
❖ All bouncers to wear socks while on the trampoline. 
❖ No shorts to be worn by the bouncers on the trampoline. 
❖ Spotter to stay at the side of the trampoline at all times. 
❖ Bouncers to stay off the endex. 
❖ Bouncers to use the soft padded stairs to get on and off the trampoline. 

 

 
 
Signed by the founder of SEN Bounce 
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